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Quantum Chromodynamics with fractionally charged

quarks (FCQ) веете to be In an excellent agreement with

experimental data, nevertheless one can find in the litera-

ture a different trend dealing with the model of integer

1 о
charge quarks (ICQ) ' in which the electric charge

operator contains a color octet piece. Usually the choice of

quark charges of the Han-Numbu * type is discussed and in

what follows we will also stick to this particular model*

To our mind an ICQ model does not look appealing nowadays.

However we prefer not to rely on emotions only and try in

this note to pinpoint some rather striking implications of

the ICQ model for interaction of charged leptons, which do

not survive confronting experimental data. Namely it will

Ъе shown that if the color symmetry is restored at short

distances (e.g. to assure the asymptotic freedom results),

, an interaction between charged leptons at such distances

should be enhanced in the ICQ model by a correction of order

°(/°lf , which implies in particular a -̂  6^ enhance-

ment of the e
+
e~ — * //*/t~ cross section at high enough

energy (presumably >, 1 GeV) in comparison with the

standard QED calculations. (For e
+
e~ annihilation into

hadrons such an enhancement was predicted by KLias and

Rajpoot . However in the latter case the uncertainties in

the data are far larger). Moreover, by closer inspection of

a dispersion relation for the e
+
e~ — * M +м ~ amplitude

we conclude that this variation of the cross section cannot

be smooth but that it can be achieved only on a price of

enormous effects in the transition region which are com-

pletely excluded experimentally. Thus we state that the

ICQ model is ruled out.
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The paper is organized as follows. First we recapitulate

the pattern of symmetry breaking in the ICQ model as to

make the photon a mixture of Abelian and non-Abelian fields.

This procedure is quite common for papers on the ICQ model

(see e.g. ref. 4) and we present it here for completeness.

Then we discuss arguments for necessity of the symmetry res-

toration at short distances and argue that these must be

distances of order ( < 1 GeV) . And after that we consider

leptonic processes such as e*e~ —+ и*~и~ both in the .

region of restored symmetry and in the transition region.

The SU(3) gauge colour and the electrodynamics suggest

at least a SU(3)
C
 x U(l)

f
 gauge symmetry '.In the ICQ mo-

del at large distances this symmetry must be broken to pro-

vide "-iT-tng of the U(l) gauge field Af with the SU(3)

octet component Ag giving a massless photon

As to the orthogonal combination

(2)
; " ' • /

i
i

The SU(3)xU(l) is surely a subgroup of a larger symmetry

group describing other (e.g. weak) interactions. Here we

restrict ourselves to the region of moderate energies,

say ^ 10 GeV, so that problems of embedding the SU(3)x

xU(l) into a larger group are irrelevant for us.
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it is assumed either that it becomes massive ' due to some

mechanism of the Higgs type or that there is some dynamical

mechanism like the confinement which removes the В field

from the massless sj"9Ctrum. The latter mechanism is usually

assumed to remove gluons from the massless spectrum in the

standard model. However, in the standard model, when the

SUO) symmetry is unbroken one can at least formulate the

hypothesis of confinement of colour and relate the hopes

for a proof of this suggection to the non-Abelian structure

of the gauge group. As to the field В in eq. (2) in which

there is an Abelian piece it is not even clear how to formu-

late the hypothesis of confinement (.or "partial confinement"

when such objects as quarks, gluons ojp the field В materi-

alise as free objects at long distances) only as beeing en-

crusted with large "infrared" mass, say ^ 1-10 GeV).

Therefore, to begin with we simply assume that quarks, seven

unmixed gluons and the field В do not emerge free at least

with small masses. We shall argue below that this point

of view is both selfcontradictory and ruled out by experi-

mental data»

Our line of reasoning heavily bears on the fact that

the inderlying SU(3)xU(l) gauge symmetry is restored at

momentum transfer Q larger than some symmetry breaking

mass parameter M, so that for Q > M the effects of break-

ing are suppressed by powers of the parameter M /Q . This

point is recognized by most of recent papers devoted to

ICQ (soe e.g. refs. 2,4). We have also some additional

(and most convincing for us) arguments supporting this

point, which are based on a success of QCD sum rules for

e e~anniailation into light hadrons ^ , into charmonium



and charmed mesons and into the X and X resonances'.

In fact the only starting point essential for the qCD sum

rules -*""/ is the assumption that at short distances

£ 1 GeV"* one can employ asymptotic freedom and that

at these distances the propogators of gluons are of the

standard form and mass terms in the propagators of quarks

are the Lagrangian masses, tfly + M^ •** 10 MeV, *£• ~

150 MeV.., Therefore if the agreement of refs. 5-7 with

experimental data is not accidental, one should inevitably

recognize that the gauge symmetry is restored at momentum

transfer Q >, 1 GeV, which means that the symmetry breaking

parameter If cannot be larger than 1 GeV.

To proceed with the ICQ model we write down a piece of

the underlying SU(3)xU(l) interaction of the form

where the currents j* and / are normalized in

such a way that the sum of the corresponding charges %

and Qg is the electric charge operator in the ICQ model:

Q = Q^ + % 00

The U(l) charge Q, coincides with the electric oharge

operator in the FCQ model: Q , = $ . I for anoquarks,

Q , = - — I for cathoquarks and Q , = -1 for charged
7 p т

leptons (I is the unity operator in the SU(3) ). The nor-

malization of the Qo depends on model* For the Han-Nambu



model Qg = -p £g where tg is the canonically normalized

SU'J) generator.

To make the photon field interact with the charge Q

as in eq. (4) one should adjust the mixing angle В in eqs.

(1) and (2) in the following way

fa 9 ~J'/J
so that the electromagnetic constant e is given by

3 — Lf ^1Л r / *""" - f C\

Since the Han-Nambu model corresponds to the normalization

of g in eq. (5) of the form

one finds from eq. (5) that

Stu'fi =

It is worth emphasizing that it is the strong coupling

constant о/? normalized at momentum M that enters

eq. (6) since eq. (5) is intended to reproduce the proper

value of e at momenta lower than Ы.

Consider now an interaction of electrons and/or muons at

distances shorter than M-l.
 A t S U

ch distances the SU(3)xU(l)

symmetry is restored and diagonal combinations (up to terms

suppressed by powers of M /<J ) are the fields A r and Ag

rather than A and B. Since leptons are color singlets they

are coupled to Aj. only. The field A t interact at short

distances in all respects like the photon in the FCQ scheme



but now with a different constant t ar - e/c*f &

instead of e itself. As to the field Ag it is combined

with the rest seven gluons to describe usual SU(5)C storng

interaction giving rise to e.g. "- Uj corrections in the

processes involving hadrons. Thus one readily finds that

at l/fi > It the cross section of the e+e~ annihilation

both into M*/*' an^i into hadrons is enhanced by the

overall factor C0£ 0 as compared to the standard QED

and PCQ model prediction:

It one takes for an estimate M *— 1 GeV, <т̂ (М) л. 0,3

the factor C4i & gives a ~~ 6% correction to the cross

section. Such a correction is on the edge of uncertainties

of the data on the e
+
e~ — * AA+i<~ cross section, best of

which are typically (7-10)% (see e.g. ref.3). Anyway an

experimental test of the correction in eq. (7) for the

case of annihilation into /
<+
/

t
~ seems quite conceivab-

le technically but from theoretical point of view it looks

quite meaningless for the reasons presented below.

The point is that due to analyticity it is impossible

for amplitude /($) of the process e
+
e~ —> uyu~ to

ж) The fact that at short distances electrons induce in-

teraction via the singlet field Ac only is usually

called a color suppression theorem in leptoproduction.
J



vary smoothly from 'QBb '^)
 a

* small ,g to

I BED (
&
) /

с
&'

г
@

 a t
 larger/ and that this variation requires

such a large absorption in the transition region which is

completely forbidden by already available data. Indeed,

whatever a theory is the e
+
e~ — > /**/

l
~ amplitude muat

have standard analytical properties in the S-plane. In the

other words if one defines

(в)

the quantity p (&
г
) must obey the dispersion relation

{l^ do)
ЗХ J

where S Я (£) is a dimensionless quantity related to

deviation from standard cross section of the annihilation

e+e~ —*• anything t

A restoration of the inderlying symmetry at Q > II and

the proceeding discussion imply that for Euclidean momentum

Q ? U P(Q2) tqkes the form

(The correction which is a reminiscent of the symmetry

breaking is written here in the form 0(M2/Q2) as if a

Higgs mechanism provided the breaking; in general, however



a 0(H2/Q4) behavior is also conceivable). Thus, using eq.(lO)

one finds the restriction on the absorption $£(f>i .which.

ensures the required variation of the amplitude

jr J tfc+GV 4M

To estimate the magnitude of effect implied by this

relation we assume first that the integral in eg. (13) is

saturated by a single narrow resonance contribution

*

And thus one estimetes the e4e~ width

It ie also seen from eq. (13) that the mass of the reso-

nance pf should be of order of the symmetry breaking mass

parameter 11. (Obviously, if the Higgs mechanisia works this

resonance is simply that corresponding to the field В in

eq. (2)). Therefore it is impossible to have a situation

(discussed in e.g. ref. 4) when the corresponding resonance

is much heavier than the symmetry breaking parameter M.

On the oiher hand an existence of a resonance with

the e
+
e~ width as required by eq. (15) and mass -̂  10 GeV

is completely ruled out by data on the search for narrow

8



peaks in the e
+
e~ annihilation*' and in hadroproduction.

Another evidence against such a resonance comes from

results 'J on the muon anomalous magnetic moment which is

especially sensitive to low masses #2. . д contribution

of a resonance with Г
&е
 given by eq. (15) to

- 2,1/2 has the form

.1

while the standard theoretical re.sult and the most accurate

experimental data are

= fiHSW ±t.i)* ID'
5

(17)

) . " • ' " " '2 /«xp

Therefore by comparing eqs. (16) and (1?) one finas :;hat

a value M £ 5 £eV" is ruled out.

Another limiting case is to assume that the contribu-

tion to the integral in eq. (13) is distributed over an

interval A/ located around the point fi - M . In this case

eq. (13) predicts a deviation of E from the standard one
is

in this interval^of order

ж) The most accurate data Гее < 100 eV are avai-

lable * in the energy.region 760-1240 MeV. For a

review see e.g. ref. 12.



which is impossible experimentally for any reasonable value

of the ratio ( / Л / » / ).

One can probably attempt to save the ICQ model by

placing the mass parameter in the poorly studied region

II > 10 GeV. In this case we should certainly abandon

the results of asymptotic freedom which are already verified

at distances fc £ (1 GeV)~ . It goes without saying that

a theory with M > 10 GeV would be nothing like QCD. One

can verify using SU(3) commutation relations that if some

mechanism breaks the symmetry under transformations gene-

rated by z_g it must simultaneously violate at least

four more generators ( /^ , /j-, ^ and t^ ). This

means that at distances Z £• M~ the strong interac-

tion symmetry would be at most SU(2). In the other worJs

at such distances (which range from a hadron size to much

shorter ones if M > 10 GeV) the third components of

quark colour triplets decouple from the strong interaction.

In this case not only the asymptotic freedom result^ (in
tkote.

particularAof refs. 5-7) become accidental but also the

usual spectroscopy of baryons again becomes unclear»

In this situation wo don't know what can save the

ICQ model and we think that arguments presented in this

note demonstrate that Mis model is already ruled out.
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We are thankful to V.N« Gribov who pointed out for us

the importance of considering analytical properties of

the e+e~ —*• M+A~ amplitude and to V.A.Sidorov for an

enlightening discussion of the experimental situation*
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